DOJ IS BACK ON THE
BASEBALL BEAT; IS
THEIR PAST PROLOGUE?
While
it is
not
quite
as
exciti
ng as
Trump!
mania,
the
other
news this morning is that DOJ is getting back
into the baseball game. Having brought
responsibility to the financial sector, sent the
Wall Street scourges all to prison, and
accountability to out of control warrior cops,
DOJ is now focused like a laser on computer
hacking by the St. Louis Cardinals. From the New
York Times:
The F.B.I. and Justice Department
prosecutors are investigating whether
front-office officials for the St. Louis
Cardinals, one of the most successful
teams in baseball over the past two
decades, hacked into internal networks
of a rival team to steal closely guarded
information about player personnel.
Investigators have uncovered evidence
that Cardinals officials broke into a
network of the Houston Astros that
housed special databases the team had
built, according to law enforcement
officials. Internal discussions about
trades, proprietary statistics and
scouting reports were compromised, the
officials said.
The officials did not say which

employees were the focus of the
investigation or whether the team’s
highest-ranking officials were aware of
the hacking or authorized it. The
investigation is being led by the
F.B.I.’s Houston field office and has
progressed to the point that subpoenas
have been served on the Cardinals and
Major League Baseball for electronic
correspondence.
The attack would represent the first
known case of corporate espionage in
which a professional sports team hacked
the network of another team. Illegal
intrusions into companies’ networks have
become commonplace, but it is generally
conducted by hackers operating in
foreign countries, like Russia and
China, who steal large tranches of data
or trade secrets for military equipment
and electronics.

Ay caramba, so the, arguably consistently best
organization in MLB, the Cardinals, was hacking
the consistently worst, or close thereto, team
the Astros, in an effort to get ahead? Who is
running the Cardinals these days, Bill
Belichick? This is almost too stupid to be true,
but there it is, in glaring black and white.
Hard not to smell a full blown Congressional
hearing inquest coming too, because that is just
how they roll on The Hill. Maybe after their
summer vacation.
But, all kidding aside, while the US government
does not have a reputation for securing their
own networks, it is scary to think what
resources may be spent on what is effectively a
civil matter between two baseball teams. It is
always instructive to remember the ridiculous
amount of time and money DOJ expended
fruitlessly pursuing Roger Clemens. If you had
forgotten my report on the DOJ Clemens
absurdity, in its full graphical clarity, from
almost exactly three years ago, click on and
embiggen the graphic above, which is an official

DOJ creation by the way, and recall all its
sickening glory.
This is without even getting into the idiotic,
and humiliatingly losing, pursuit DOJ made of
Barry Bonds. It is hard to tell where DOJ is
going, or how far it will go, with this
excursion into a pissing match between two
professional sports franchises, but if past is
prologue, count on DOJ wasting an absolute ton
of your and my tax money.
So, when the Department of Justice and Executive
Branch come hat in hand screaming for more
“cyber” resources and funding, remember just
what it is they are doing with that money and
those resources to date. And remember just how
terminally stupid this case, and DOJ
investigation into it, really is.

